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Lab 1: Setting up PL-Cloud with a Raspberry Pi
Lab Topology

Objectives


Connect Raspberry Pi as board to PL-Cloud



Control and manage the board from PL-Cloud

Background
The Prototyping Lab Kit and Prototyping Lab Cloud (PL-Cloud) are enablers for rapid prototyping inside the
classroom. The PL-Cloud provides remote access to the Raspberry Pi board. This means you can write an
application, upload it on the board, run it, and monitor the output from the board with graphs in the cloud. Once
the setup is done, the Raspberry Pi and the Arduino (must be connected over a Raspberry Pi) can be controlled
from the cloud interface. The PL Cloud provides a simple user interface to help write applications for rapid
prototyping solutions.
This lab provides a basic guideline to setup the initial configuration of the Raspberry Pi board together with a
Prototyping Lab Cloud environment.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to the IoE class on NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering



Raspberry Pi with power cable and either a wired Ethernet connection or wireless USB dongle
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Task 1: Setting up the Prototyping Lab Cloud
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to IoE class.
a. Navigate to www.netacad.com in your web browser and enter the Introduction to the IoE class.
b. Click on Prototyping Lab Cloud in the left navigation menu.
c.

Please accept the licensing agreement that is displayed.

d. You should see the following screen:

Step 2: Add a new Raspberry Pi board to PL-Cloud.
a. In the PL-Cloud interface, click on Add new board.
b. Fill in the name of your board (e.g. My Sweet Pi) and click Next.
c.

On the following screen, if you plan to use a WiFi USB dongle with your Raspberry Pi to connect it
over WiFi as an alternative to the default Ethernet cable connectivity, select the “Use Wireless”
checkbox and enter the data to connect to theWiFi network.Remember the SSID for the wireless is
case sensitive.
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d. Finish adding the new board by clicking on Submit. Close the window called New Board by clicking
outside of the window. The new board will appear with the specified name in the boards toolbar. If
needed, you can add additional boards.

Step 3: Download and install the PL-Cloud SD card image
a. Click on the gear icon and from the menu select Download the SD Card . Unzip the file once it is
downloaded.
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b. Locate the 8GB MicroSD card inside the Prototyping Lab kit

c.

Insert the MicroSD card into your SD card reader and determine what drive letter it is assigned. On a
Windows machine you can easily see the drive letter by pressing the Windows key together with the
E key on the keyboard and looking in the left column of Windows Explorer. For you SD card reader,
you can either use a MicroSD Card slot (if you have one on your PC), or a USB SD card reader
adapter.

d. Download the disk image utility Win32DiskImager from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager.
e. Extract the executable from the zip file and run the Win32DiskImager utility. You need to run the utility
with full Administrator privileges. On a Windows machine, right-click on the program name and select
'Run as Administrator'.
f.

Select the unzipped PL-Cloud SD card image for the Raspberry Pi.

g. Select the drive letter of the SD card in the device box. Be careful to select the correct drive; if you
select the wrong drive, you can destroy your data on the computer's hard disk.

h. Click Write and wait for the write to complete. Based on the speed of the SD card, it may take up to
15 minutes to complete.
i.

Exit the imager program.
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Step 4: Board activation: Configure the SD card to uniquely identify your board in PL-Cloud
a. Click on the gear icon and from the menu select Download wyliodrin.json file.

b. Copy the wyliodrin.json file to the root folder on the SD card: There is a default file with the same
name on the card, overwrite the existing file. Also, do not rename the file.

c.

Once the wyliodrin.json file has been copied to the SD card, you can insert the MicroSD card into
your Raspberry Pi, connect the Ethernet cable or add the USB WiFi dongle and power it on by
connecting the external power adapter to the micro USB port on the side of the Raspberry Pi.

d. The wyliodrin.json file is a unique identifier of your board. Once the Linux operating system from the
MicroSD card boots, the local PL-Cloud application will check the contents of the wyliodrin.json file
and uniquely idenfigy your board to the PL-Cloud.
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e. After 15-30 seconds, the board should become Online in the boards toolbar.

f.

You can now control the Raspberry Pi board from the PL-Cloud environment.
You can write and install new applications, access the shell interface, remotely upgrade the code, etc.
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Debrief notes.
Use this space to note your key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedure, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 2: Experimenting with basic Linux commands
.

Lab Topology

Objectives


Learn basic Linux commands



Learnto use the PL-Cloud to manage the Linux distribution on the Raspberry Pi

Background
Linux is an open source operating system kernel that runs on various devices from thermostats and
smartphones to big data server farms. With the open development, the environment built around Linux in
different Linux distributions, integrated numerous libraries that provide a very stable, fast, secure, scalable, and
customizable environment.
A Linux distribution is an operating system built around the Linux kernel. The main difference between different
distributions is the directory structure, commands available and thepackage manager. The package manager
is used to install new software from the distribution repositories. The Raspberry Pi board usually runs a Linux
distribution called Raspian as the operating system. Raspian is based on a very popular Debian Linux
distribution.
As any other operating system, Raspbian allows you to control the board via a Shell Command Line Interface
(CLI) using standard Linux commands. Although this sounds intimidating, especially nowadays when the GUI
makes everything intuitive and extremely easy, the command line still remains a very powerful tool for advanced
operations.
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Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to the IoE class on NetSpace

 Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering
Raspberry Pi with power cable and either a wired Ethernet connection or wireless USB dongle

Task 1: Accessing the shell interface using PL-Cloud
The Command Line Interface (CLI) is a text-based interface to the operating system and applications on a
computer where the user can interact by typing commands. The commands are then executed by the operating
system or the applications. A CLI interface that provides access to the operating system is called a shell. The
shell interprets what the user has typed into instructions that can be executed by the operating system. If output
is produced by the command, then this text is displayed as an output of a command. If problems with the
command are encountered, then an error message is displayed. Once you open the shell, you will see a prompt
as shown below, which means that everything is working and the shell is waiting for your command.
The prompt also offers you some information. First , it shows the user as logged in. The user’s name is what
you see before the @ sign. It also shows the hostname of your board which is the name after the @ sign.
Usually, the most important information the prompt displays is the current working directory, which is the
directory where you are working. It is displayed right after the hostname in the prompt. You will notice that the
default working directory is ~. That is the user’s home directory and its equivalent is usually /home/username.
In Linux, the directories’ structure is like a tree. The root directory is represented as / and contains all the other
directories and files. In order to access a certain file or directory, you have to provide the path. There are two
different methods to provide the path that you can use: absolute and relative.
If you use an absolute path to a file or a directory, that means that you build the path starting with the root
directory (/). Thus, you can say that any path that starts with / is an absolute path.
On the other hand, you can use a relative path, which means that you build it starting from the directory you
are working in, your working directory. Thus, all the files and directories are relative to it.
When building paths, there are three symbols you should be familiar with:
.

current directory

.. parent directory
~

home directory (usually /home/username)

Working with a Linux shell is not difficult, especially if you know the following two tricks:
1. Whenever you are typing a command use the TAB key. It will auto complete what you want to type,
thus eliminating spelling errors. In case there are multiple possibilities, press TAB once more and all
options are displayed. If by pressing TAB the command or the argument you want is not automatically
entered, it means the command is not valid.
2. One of the most important commands you should know is man. Use man followed by the command
name accesses the command’s manual page where you can find a definition of the command, what is
does and what options are available.
In this task, we will experiment with some of the basic CLI commands available on most of the Linux
distributions.
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Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to the IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select Prototyping Lab Cloud.
b. Power upyour Raspberry Pi board and wait until it comes online in the PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should come Online in the boards toolbar.

If the board does not come online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Connect to the Linux Shell using the PL-Cloud Web Shell
a. Click on the gear icon and from the menu and select Shell.
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b. A new web shell window will open with the Linux shell running on the Rasberry Pi board.

Step 3: Explore the shell interface with the following commands:


pwd – displays the path of the current working directory



cd – change the current working directory

The ~ represents the path to a user’s home directory. Each Linux user has its own home
directory. To quickly return back to the home directory, simply type cd ~.
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ls – displays files and directories

Some commonly used ls command options are:
-l – display a detailed version of the output
-a – display all files and directories, including hidden files. In Linux, the hidden files start with a
period.
You can either type ls -l -a or you can join the options together ls -la


mkdir – create a directory



cp – copy files or directories



mv – move files or directories
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cat – display the contents of a file



ps – display the list of running processes

Experimenting with basic Linux commands

The option aux provides a detailed output of all the running processes on the system. By default,
ps with no options displays only the processes running under the current user.


top – display which processes are using most of the system resources

To exit the top command, pres the q key on the keyboard.
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kill – kill a process

The kill commands expects a Process ID (PID) as a parameter. Sometimes a process does not
die, then you can try to kill it with the option kill -9 2029.


ifconfig – check or set the IP address of network interfaces



ip – manages TCP/IP network settings
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man – displays help manuals for Linux commands
The output of the man ls:



touch – create a file or update the timestamp of an existing file



head – display the first few lines of a file



tail – display the last few lines of a file

The numeric options of head and tail define the number of lines from a file to display.
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more – display the contents of the file with pagination



less – display the contents of the file with pagination as more, but the user can use PageUp and
PageDown to navigate through the file
The following output is from less /etc/passwd. You can navigate the output line by line by
pressing the enter key, page by page by pressing the spacebar key, and using the PageUp and
PageDown keys. To search within the file, press the / key and enter the search string.
To quit, press the q key.



chmod – set the file permissions or executable flags



chown – changes the owner and group of the file



sudo – run commands as an administrator/root user
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free – check memory usage

The option -h displays a “human readable” format with MBytes instead of the default Bytes only.


df – check the amount of free disk space on the file systems

The option -h displays a “human readable” format with MBytes instead of the default Bytes only.


nano – simple text editor

The control commands are a combination of the CTRL key and the corresponding letter key.
To exit nano, press the CTRL+x keys.
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vim – advanced text editor

For beginners, vim is more difficult to use than nano. However, it provides many more features,
hence preferred by advanced users. To exit vim, press first the ESC key, then : followed with q” to
quit, wq to save, and quit or q! to quit without saving.


shutdown -h now – Shuts down the system



apt-get – retrieves, installs and manages packages on Debian based distributions

The Raspian Linux distribution used on the Raspberry Pi is Debian based. You can use apt-get
to install any package that is in the official repositories. In the example above, Midnight
Commander (CLI graphical file manager) was downloaded from a repository and installed using
apt-get.


yum – retrieves, installs and manages packages on RedHat based distributions
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wget – downloads a file from the network using HTTP or FTP protocols



curl – similar to wget but has more advanced options

References and Further Learning
NDG Linux Essentials course at NetSpace: https://www.netacad.com/group/offerings/partner-developedcourses

Debrief notes.
Use this space to note key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods,processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 3: Writing Simple Python Scripts
Lab Topology

Objectives


Learn the basics of Python programming.



Learnto use the PL-Cloud to deploy Python scripts on Raspberry Pi.

Background
Python is one of the most commonly used languages for developing new rapid prototyping solutions. Based on
a TechCrunch survey dated July 2015, it’s the 3rd most common language (after HTML/CSS and JavaScript)
used for Hackathons globally. Python is extensively used in Data Science to analyze Big Data. It’s multiplatform
and can run Linux, Windows, Mac and other systems.
This lab provides a basic introduction to programming using Python 2.7.x.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering



Raspberry Pi with power cable and either a wired Ethernet connection or wireless USB dongle
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Task 1: Learn the basics of Python programming
Python is a general-purpose, high level programming language with object oriented features, ranked among
the top eight most popular programming languages in the world.
It can be used to create many things including web applications, desktop applications such as scripting
interpreter, and many more.
Python programs can be written using any text editor and should have the extension .py.

Syntax
Python does not use braces {} to identify a block of code or semicolons “;” to identify the end of a command.
Instead, indention is used to identify the block of code and each line is a single command.
Everything written after a “#” sign is considered a comment. There is no special multiline comment opener.
Multiline comments should start with the “#” sing at each line.
Example:
# this is our very basic example code
# and this is the 2nd line of the comment
a=1

# comments can be specified here as well

b=2

# variables “a” and “b” are set to numbers

if (a > b):

# notice the indention on the next two lines

print( “a is bigger than b”)
print( “ let’s celebrate a” )
else:
print( “a is bigger than b”)
print( “ let’s celebrate b” )
print( “this is the last line” )

# since this is not indented anymore
# it is not part of the “if” statement

Variables and Datatypes
Variables in Python use the standard naming convention with alphanumeric name beginning with a letter or
underscore. A variable name cannot start with a number. For example, the following first line specifies a
variable, while the 2nd line will throw an error:
a1 = “text to be set to variable a1”
2b = “text to be set to variable 2b”
Variable names are case sensitive. Variables do not need to be declared and their datatypes are inferred from
the assignment statement.
Python supports the following data types:


boolean



integer



long



float



string



list
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object



None

Writing Simple Python Scripts

Variable Scope: Most variables in Python are local in scope to their own function or class. For instance if you
define x = 1 within a function, then x will be available within that entire function but will be undefined in the main
program that calls the function or in other functions. At the same time, variables defined within the main program
are accessible to the main program but not within functions called by the main program. Access to variables in
the main program from other functions can be provided using Global variables. A global variable can be
declared with the global keyword.
Example:
x = 1 # define x and y in the main program
y = 2
def SumMyXYNumbers():

# define a simple Sum function

global x, y

# reference variables from global

x = x + y

# working with global variables will update them

SumMyXYNumbers()
print(x)

# call the function

# prints “3” to the output

Statements and Expressions
Some basic Python statements include:


print: Output strings, integers, or any other datatype to the console.
print(“Hello world”)



The assignment statement (=): Assigns a value to a variable.



input: Allows the user to input numbers or booleans. WARNING: input accepts your input as a
command and thus can be unsafe.
x = input(“Enter a number: “)



raw_input: Allows the user to input strings. If you want a number, you can use the int or float
functions to convert from a string.
s = raw_input(“Enter a string or a number: “)
x = int(s)



import: Import a module into Python. Modules provide additional functionality and are often
distributed as libraries for solving different problem sets.
import math # We can import mathematical functions
math.sin(3.14)

# and then access the functions like sin(radians)

Python expressions can include:
a = b = 5 #The assignment statement
b += 1 #post-increment
c = "test"
import os,math #Import the os and math modules
from math import * #Imports all functions from the math module
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Examples:
print "Hello World"
print('Print works with or without parenthesis')
print("and single or double quotes")
print("Newlines can be escaped like\nthis.")
print("This text will be printed"),
print("on one line becaue of the comma.")
name = raw_input("Enter your name: ")
a = int(raw_input("Enter a number: "))
print(name + "'s number is " + str(a))
a = b = 5
a = a + 4
print a,b

# outputs 9 5

Operators and Maths
Operators:


Arithmatic: +, -, *, /, and % (modulus)



Comparison: ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=



Logical: and, or, not



Exponentiation: **



Execution: os.system('ls -l')

# requires import os

Mathematic functions require import math:


Absolute Value: a = abs(-7.5)



Arc sine: x = asin(0.5) # returns in rads



Ceil (round up): print(ceil(4.2))



Cosine: a = cos(x) # x in rads



Degrees: a = degrees(asin(0.5)) # a=30



Exp: y = exp(x) # y=e^x



Floor (round down): a = floor(a+0.5)



Log: x = log(y);

# Natural Log

x = log(y,5); # Base-5 log


Log Base 10: x = log10(y)



Max: mx = max(1, 7, 3, 4) # returns 7
mx = max(arr) # max value in array



Min: mn = min(3, 0, -1, x) # min value
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Powers: x = pow(y,3) # x=y^3



Radians: a = cos(radians(60)) # a=0.5



Random number functions require import random
random.seed() # Set the seed based on the system time.
x = random() # Random number in the range [0.0, 1.0)
y = randint(a,b) # Random integer in the range [a, b]



Round: print round(3.793,1) # 3.8 - rounded to 1 decimal
a = round(3.793,0) # a=4.0



Sine: a = sin(1.57) # in rads



Square Root: x = sqrt(10) # 3.16...



Tangent: print tan(3.14)# # in rads

Strings
Strings can be specified using single quotes or double quotes. You can use escape characters (\n, \r, \t,
\\, \", and \’) regardless of the quote types. Strings that start and end with """ may span multiple lines:
a = """Hello
multiple lines
of a single variable"""
Concatenation is done with the + operator:
a = “hello”
b = “world”
c = a + b

# results c having “hello world”

Converting strings to numbers is done with the casting operations:
a = “15”

# a is a string

x = int(a)

# x is now having number 15

x = x + 1

# x is now 16

You can convert to a string with the str casting function:
x = 15

# x is a number

a = str(x)

# a is a string with first character being 1, second 5

String Functions:
s = "Welcome to IoE! What’s your IoE innovation?"
Extracting substrings: Strings in Python can be subscripted just like an array: s[4] = 'o'. Indices can be
specified with slice notation i.e., two indices separated by a colon. This will return a substring containing
characters index1 through index2 - 1. Indices can also be negative, in which case they count from the right,
i.e. -1 is the last character. Thus substrings can be extracted like
x = s[11:14] # x = "IoE"
x = s[:7] # x = "Welcome"
x = s[31:] # x = "innovation?"
x = s[-11:-1] # x = "innovation"
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However, strings are immutable so s[2] = 'a' would cause an error.
int count(sub [,start[,end]]): returns the number of occurances of the substring sub in the string
x = s.count("IoE") # x = 2
boolean endswidth(sub [,start[,end]]): returns true if the string ends with the specified substring and
false otherwise:
x = s.endswith("IoE") # x = False
int find(sub [,start[,end]]): returns the numeric position of the first occurance of sub in the string.
Returns -1 if sub is not found.
x = s.find("IoE") # x = 3
x = s.find("ioe") # x = -1
string join(array): combines elements of the string array into a single string and returns it. The separator
between elements is the string providing this method.
a = ['abc','def','ghi']
t = "--"
x = t.join(a) # x = abc--def--ghi
int len(string): returns the length of the string
x = len(s) # x = 26
string lower(): returns a version of a string with all lower case lettters.
print s.lower() # welcome to ioe! whats your ioe innovation?
string replace(old, new [,count]): returns a copy of the string with all occurances of old replaced by
new. If the optional count argument is given, only the first count occurances are replaced.
x = s.replace("IoE","IoT",1) # x = Welcome to IoT! Whats your IoE innovation?
int rfind(sub [,start[,end]]): same as find but returns the numeric position of the last occurance of
sub in the string.
x = s.rfind("IoE") # x = 27
array split([sep [,maxsplit]]): splits a single string into a string array using the separator defined. If
no separator is defined, whitespace is used. Consecutive whitespace delimiters are then treated as one
delimiter. Optionally you can specify the maximum number of splits so that the max size of the array would be
maxsplit+1.
a = s.split() # a=['Welcome', 'to', 'IoE!', 'Whats', 'your', 'IoE', 'innovation?']
boolean startswidth(sub [,start[,end]]): returns true if the string starts with the specified substring
and false otherwise:
x = s.startswith("Welcome") # x = True
string strip([chars]): returns a copy of the string with leading and trailing characters removed. If chars
(a string) is not specified, leading and trailing whitespace is removed.
string upper(): returns a version of a string with all upper case lettters.
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Arrays
Arrays in basic Python are actually lists that can contain mixed datatypes. Should you need to work with real
arrays, you can import the numarray module.
Examples:
list1 = [ 2 , 3 , “hello” , “world” ]
list2 = range(5)
list3 = range(10, 0, -2)
list4 = []
list4.append(“hello”)
list4.append(“world”)
list4.pop()

Conditionals
Python supports only basic if, if-else and if-elseif statements. Python does not support switch or case
statements. To implmenet a similar functionality, multiple if-elseif statemets can be used.

Loops


for executes statements while looping trough var in the spefified range
for var in range(start [,stop [,inc]]): statements



while executes statements while the expression is true
while expr: statements



continue skips the rest of the body of the loop for the current iteration and continue execution at the
beginning of the next iteration
continue



break Ends the execution of the current loop
break



else: for and while loops can both have else clauses, which are executed after the loop terminates
normally by falsifying the conditional, but else clauses are not executed when a loop terminates via a
break statemelse
else: statements



foreach loops over the array. On each iteration, the value of the current element is assigned to x and
the internal array pointer is advanced by one
for x in array: statements
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Functions
Functions in Python are defined with the “def” prefix:
def funct(arg_11, arg_2, ..., arg_n):
print "This is a function."
return value
Arguments are passed by value so that if you change the value of the argument within the function, it does
not get changed outside of the function. If you want the function to be able to modify non-local variables, you
must declare them as global in the first line of the function. Note that if you declare any variables as global,
that name cannot be reused in the argument list, i.e. this would cause an error:
def double(x):
global x
x = x*2
return x
double(x)

Instead this could be done
def double(n):
n = n * 2
return n
x = double(x)
or
def doubleX():
global x
x = x * 2
return x
doubleX()
Return: Values are returned from the function with the return command: return var. You can not return
multiple values, but that can be achieved by returning an array or object. Return immediately ends execution
of the function and passes control back to the line from which it was called.
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File I/O
Opening Files: file open(string filename, string mode):
open can be used to open files for reading, writing, and appending. It binds a named file object to a stream
that can then be used to read/write data. Possible modes include:


'r': Open for reading.



'w': Open for writing. Any existing data will be overwritten.



'a': Open for writing. New data will be appended to existing data.



'b': Use this flag when working with binary files (e.g. 'rb').

Checking Files: Python supports several methods of checking if a file exists and checking its properties:
bool os.access(string path, int mode): returns TRUE if the filename exists and matches the mode
query. The mode query can be any of the following constants:


os.F_OK: test the existence of path



os.R_OK: tests if path exists and is readable



os.W_OK: tests if path exists and is writable



os.X_OK: tests if path exists and is executable

File Operations: Python also supports file operations such as renaming and deleting files and of course, any
shell command can be excecuted via os.system.
bool os.system(string command): attempts to execute the supplied shell command and returns true if the
command executed.
bool chmod(string path, int mode): Changes the permissions of path to mode. Mode should be defined
as an octal (i.e. 0644 or 0777).
list listdir(string path): Returns a list containing all the files in the current directory. The special
entries "." and ".." are not included.
bool mkdir(string pathname [, int mode]): Makes a directory pathname with permissions mode (e.g.
mkdir('new_dir', 0700);)
bool remove(String filename): Deletes filename
bool rename(string oldname, string newname): Renames a file
Reading Files: Files can be read by several methods.
string read([int length]): Reads up to a specified number of bytes from the file into a string. It will read
until it encounters EOF or the specified length is reached (default is all data).
string readline([int length]): Reads one entire line from a file, or up to length bytes, into a string.
Reading stops when length bytes have been read or a newline or EOF is reached. A trailing newline character
is kept in the string (but may be absent on the last line of the file).
list readlines([int sizehint]): Reads from a file using readline() until EOF and returns a list
containing the lines read. If sizehint is present, whole lines totaling approximately sizehint bytes are read.
EOF: end-of-file is reached when read or readline returns an empty string. while (s != ""):
s = f.readline()
do_something_with_s
Writing to files: Files writing with open can be written to by two methods.
void write(string string): Writes the contents of string to the file. Does not append a newline character
to the string. Only strings can be written so other datatypes must be converted to strings.
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void writelines(list data): Writes a list or array of strings to the file. Newlines will not be added
between the elements of the list/array.
Serializing Objects: An object can be serialized with methods in the pickle module. This will create a string
representation of the object that can be stored in a file and later reconstructed into the object. In this way,
integers, floats, or any object can be written to a file in addition to strings. If the object is an instance of a
class, that class must be defined or imported in the python program that unserializes the object (i.e. if you
have an object of type A in a.py, serialize it, write it to a file, and on b.py you read it back in from the file, then
class A must be defined in b.py or included via import a to unserialize the object. An easy solution is to put the
definition of class A in a file to be imported in both a.py and b.py). Arrays can be serialized as well. If you
have an object x, you can serialize it and save it to a file:
f = open("file.dat","wb")
pickle.dump(x,f)
f.close()
It can then be unserialized and restored by:
f = open("file.dat","rb")
y = pickle.load(f)
f.close()
Sockets: To use sockets for network communication in Python, first import the socket module. A server
TCP socket on port 2727 can then be opened with the following commands:
mySocket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
mySocket.bind(('', 2727)) # will be listening on tcp port 2727
mySocket.listen(1)
The first line creates a socket object. The second line binds the socket to an address. In this case, '' is a
symbolic name meaning localhost and we select port 2727. The address parameter should be in the form of a
tuple as shown above. Finally, the third line listens for connections made to a socket. The argument is the
maximum number of queued connections. Now that a server socket is open, we need to be able to accept
data:
conn, addr = mySocket.accept()
print 'Connected with ', addr
while True:
data = conn.recv(1024)
if not data:
break
print data
conn.send("Data received")
conn.close()
The accept() method accepts a connection and returns a pair (conn, address), where conn is a new socket
object usable to send and receive data on the connection and address is the address bound to the socket on
the other end (client side) of the connection. We then enter a loop and receive data from the client using the
recv(bufsize) method. recv returns a string of the data received with a maximum amount of data specified by
bufsize. If data is false, we break out of the loop. Otherwise we print the data and use send(string) to send a
message back to the client.
Now our server is complete, but we need a client-side socket:
cSocket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
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# the destination’s IP address

The first line of course creates a socket object. The second line is similar to bind except that it connects to an
existing server socket specified by the address. Note that ("localhost", 2727) would be another valid address
for a locally running process. Now we need to send and receive data:
cSocket.send("Hello world!")
data = cSocket.recv(1024)
cSocket.close()
print data
send and recv work just the same as they do in the server socket. We send data to the server ("Hello world!"),
receive the response ("Data received"), close the connection (which causes data to become false on the
server program and terminate the loop), and print out the data.

References and Further Learning
c.

Learn Python the Hard Way: http://learnpythonthehardway.org

d. Python Programming for Raspberry Pi, Sams Teach Yourself in 24 Hours:
http://www.amazon.com/Python-Programming-Raspberry-Teach-Yourself/dp/0789752050
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Task 2: Writing Python scripts using PL-Cloud
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to the IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select “Prototyping Lab Cloud”.
b. Power up the Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should become Online in the Boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Python application
a. In PL-Cloud, click on the “Create new application” button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language “New Project – Python”
and click Next and Submit:
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Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

d. In a new window, you should see the source code of your Python script:

e. Replace the default code with your own code which will assign numerical values the variables x and
y, and compare them with each other. Pay special attention when indenting. In Python, the specific
blocks of code are identified by indentation. In this example, the “print” functions are called from
within the “if” statements.
x = 1
y = 2
if (x > y):
print “x is bigger than y”
else:
print “y is bigger than x”
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Once the code is ready to run, click on the active board to execute the code:

The code from the web browser is saved on the Raspberry Pi in the /wyliodrin/build/PROJECTID
directory and executed using the Python interpreter. You should see the following results:

g. Close the current browser window.
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Step 3: Create a Simple Game using Python
a. Back in the PL-Cloud dashboard, create a new Python Application called “Guess the number”.
b. Enter the following lines of code in the source file. Pay special attention when to indent. The block
after the “while” function is indented to identify the lines which are part of this loop cycle. The “print”
functions inside of the “if” statements are also indented, thus identifying blocks of code executed once
the statement in the “if” is true.
import random, math
random.seed()
x = math.floor(random.random()*100)+1
z = 0
b = 0
while x != z:
b=b+1
z = input("Guess My Number: ")
if z < x:
print("Higher!")
if z > x:
print("Lower!")
print("Correct! " + str(b) + " tries.")
c.

Try to implement a “cheat code” – a magic number that if entered, it reveals the secret number, while
continuing to run the application. Since the secret number will be revealed, you now have a good
chance to win the game!
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Task 3: Writing Python scripts using a text editor
Step 1: Access the PL-Cloud in the Introduction to the IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select Prototyping Lab Cloud.
b. Power up the Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After15-30 seconds, the board should become Online in the boards toolbar.

d. If the board does not come online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1

Step 2: Connect to the Shell on the board using the PL-Cloud Web Shell
a. Click on the gear icon and select Shell from the menu.
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b. A new Web Shell window will open with a Linux shell running on the board.

c.

Open a text editor called nano by typing nano myPythonScript.py in the command line. The text
editor will open the myPythonScript.py file in the current directory or create a new file with that name.
Filenames are case sensitive in Linux so make sure you type is in the same case each time.

d. To make sure that we will be able to turn our script into an executable, the very first line of the script
should be the following line:
#!/usr/bin/python
This line is telling the shell to execute the script using the Python interpreter binary stored at
/usr/bin/python:
pi@raspberrypi ~ $ ./myPythonScript.py
Without this line, we would need to execute the script by specifying the python binary in the command
line as an executable and pass the python script file as a parameter to the executable:
pi@raspberrypi ~ $ /usr/bin/python myPythonScript.py
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e. Using the nano text editor, copy the following code from Task 2, Step 3 into your myPythonScript.py
file. Once complete, save the file and exit the editor by pressing CTRL+x and selecting Y for Yes to
save the file then Enter to accept the current filename:
#!/usr/bin/python
import random, math
random.seed()
x = math.floor(random.random()*100)+1
z = 0
b = 0
while x != z:
b=b+1
z = input("Guess My Number: ")
if z < x:
print("Higher!")
if z > x:
print("Lower!")
print("Correct! " + str(b) + " tries.")
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Execute the script following the examples shown in step d. Before you can directly execute the
Python code from the shell, you must turn the file into an executable file using the following shell
command:
pi@raspberrypi ~ $ chmod +x myPythonScript.py
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Task 4: Examining Visual Blockly translation into Python scripts using PL-Cloud
Step 1: Access the PL-Cloud in the Introduction to the IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select Prototyping Lab Cloud.
b. Power up the Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in the PL-Cloud.
c.

After15-30 seconds, the board should become Online in the boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In the PL-Cloud, click on the Create new application button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language New Project – Visual
Programming and click Next and Submit:
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Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

c.

d. In a new browser window, you should see the application diagram of your Blockly elements

e. Combine the Blockly elements to define variables x and y, compares the values and prints which
variable has a higher number. This diagram shows what the finished product will look like. Step by
step instructions are below:

f.

Select and add the following blocks from the Blockly menu to your diagram:

i.

Add a new variable: Program->Variables->

ii.

Click on the current name of the variable item and rename it to x:
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Add the numerical value 1 to your variable x by drag and dropping the block representing a
number to your variable: Program->Numbers and Maths->

iv.

Repeat these steps to define variable y with a numberical value of 2.

v.

Click on the
button to examine the generated Python script. At the time of
execution, the visual diagram is translated into a Python script which is then executed.

vi.

Add an if statement to compare x to y: Program->Logic->

vii.

Complete the if statement by adding the variables x and y: Program->Variables:

viii.

Add an else statement to the if block by clicking on the options button (star) and drag and

and

dropping an else block:

ix.

Add the blocks to print output: Program->Screen and keyboard:

x.

Enter the text. The first block behind the do statement should read x is bigger than y and the
second block behind the else statement should read y is bigger than x.

xi.

Run the application and compare the resulting code with the manually written Python code
from the previous steps:
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note your key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab Topology

Objectives


Learn how to use Arduino IDE to program Arduino.



Setup the environment for the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book.

Background
Arduino, with its open source hardware prototyping platform, started a revolution in the maker community.
Access to electronics, control and programming has be dramatically simplified and revolutionized how “smart
devices” are built. In this lab, you will learn to use Arduino and Arduino IDE to create simple things. In the
upcoming labs, we will learn how these things can be connected to the Internet to create IoT prototypes.
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Required Resources


Prototyping Lab

Task 1: Setting up the Prototyping Lab with Arduino and Arduino IDE
Inside of the Prototyping Lab kit you will find an Arduino Starter Kit and a Raspberry Pi starter kit. For this lab,
you will use only the Arduino Starter Kit.
Inside of the Arduino Starter Kit you will find all the resources needed to start to prototype smart things. Arduino
boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter message - and turn it into
an output - activating a motor, turning on an LED, publishing something online. All this is defined by a set of
instructions programmed through the Arduino Software (Arduino IDE).
The Arduino UNO board inside of the kit is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P chip. It has 14
GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6
analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. It
contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or
power it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. You can tinker with your UNO without worrying too
much about doing something wrong. In a worst case scenario, you can replace the chip for a few dollars and
start over.
Technical specifications of Arduino UNO revision 3:

Microcontroller
Operating Voltage
Input Voltage (recommended)
Input Voltage (limit)
Digital I/O Pins
PWM Digital I/O Pins
Analog Input Pins
DC Current per I/O Pin
DC Current for 3.3V Pin
Flash Memory
SRAM
EEPROM
Clock Speed
Length
Width
Weight

ATmega328P
5V
7-12V
6-20V
14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
6
6
20 mA
50 mA
32 KB (ATmega328P)
of which 0.5 KB used by bootloader
2 KB (ATmega328P)
1 KB (ATmega328P)
16 MHz
68.6 mm
53.4 mm
25 g

The Arduino Uno board can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. The power
source is selected automatically.
External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. The adapter can
be connected by plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can
be inserted in the GND and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector.
The board can operate on an external supply from 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V
pin may supply less than five volts and the board may become unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage
regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts.
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Identify the GPIO pins and the analog input pins on the following picture of the Arduino UNO board:

Step 1: Getting Started with Arduino on Windows.
Navigate to https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software in your web browser, download and then install the
Arduino IDE software package. The software package contains the Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
as well as the required drivers for the Arduino boards.
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Step 2: Connect the Arduino board to PC using a USB cable.
a. Using the provided USB cable (USB A plug to USB B plug) in the Arduino Starter Kit, connect the
Arduino board to your PC. At the very first connection, you should see Windows installing the device
driver for the board.
b. Using the Windows Device Manager, verify that the board has been successfully installed as a Serial
COM Port. You can start the Windows Device Manager by clicking on the Start->Run menu (quick tip:
press the Win + R keys on your keyboard) and starting the devmgmt.msc command:
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Record the COM port of the Arduino board for future reference. In this example it’s the COM4 port.
The Serial COM port is used to communicate with the board from the PC. It’s used to write new firmware
to the microcontroller as well as for debugging via a Serial Line Monitor.
c.

From the Start menu, start the Arduino IDE:
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d. In the Arduino IDE, set the COM port of the Arduino Board:

e. From the File menu, select the example sketch (the source code of your app) for blinking an LED:

The syntax of the Arduino language used to write sketches is based on C/C++. If you are familiar with
C, C++, JavaScript or PHP, you should be able to quickly catch up. Even if you have no previous
experience, the code is pretty self-explanatory. A complete language reference can be found at:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/HomePage
f.

Every Arduino sketch has two main functions:
setup() {
}
loop() {
}
The setup function is executed once, immediately when you turn on the board by providing power. It is
used to set the global settings of the board, initiate input/output pins, etc.
The loop function is being executed over and over until there is power provided to the board. Once the
block of code in the loop function reaches the last line, it executes again from the beginning.
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g. In the Blink sketch, the setup function configures the 13th input/output pin as an output pin:
// the setup function runs once when you press reset or power the board
void setup() {
// initialize digital pin 13 as an output.
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
}
The 13th pin is a bit special as it has an LED attached directly on the Arduino board:

Every time you set the input/output pin 13 as output with an output value of HIGH (+5V), the onboard
LED L will turn on. If you set the output value of LOW (0V), the onboard LED L will turn off.
Controlling the output value of the pin is enabled using the digitalWrite(PIN, VALUE) command.
Taking a closer look at the loop function, we can identify the digitalWrite function setting the value
of pin 13 to HIGH, then a delay function will pause the execution for 1000ms when the next use of the
digitalWrite function will set pin 13 to LOW following with yet again a delay of 1000ms. After that, the
loop function executes again:
// the loop function runs over and over again forever
void loop() {
digitalWrite(13, HIGH);

// turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)

delay(1000);

// wait for a second

digitalWrite(13, LOW);

// turn the LED off by making the voltage LOW

delay(1000);

// wait for a second

}
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h. Verify and Compile the sketch to create an executable firmware that can be uploaded to the Flash
memory of the microcontroller:

i.

Upload the firmware to your Arduino board:

j.

After this step, you should see the onboard LED L connected to pin 13 blinking in a 1 second period.
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Step 3: Connect an external LED using a breadboard to the Arduino
a. Using an LED, jumper cables and a breadboard connect the Arduino to the LED.
b. The logical schematic is outlined in the figure bellow. The LED is to be connected to GPIO pin
number 3.

The LED has two legs: one is called Anode, while other one is called Cathode. If you want to light
up the LED, you have to place the Anode to about +2V and the Cathode to the Ground (0V). The
Anode leg is many times longer then the Cathode leg but it’s not a standard. On the other hand,
cathode leg is always connected to the bigger part inside the LED:
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The Resistor which is serially connected to the LED is used to prevent too high current from flowing
through the circuit. An LED requires about 15mA of current and 2V to light up. Arduino UNO provides
5V on each GPIO pin and directly connecting the LED could result in burning the LED because of the
high voltage and resulting current, or in some situations even breaking the Arduino board.
To calculate the required impedance of the resistor, we can use the Ohm’s Law. The Ohm’s Law defines
that the current flowing through a circuit is proportional to the voltage on the edges of the circuit and
inversely proportional to the impedance:

𝑉
𝐼=
𝑅
where I represents current (measured in Amperes), V represents voltage (measured in Volts) and R
represents impedance or resistivity (measured in Ohms - Ω).
If the power provided to the circuit is 5V from Arduino’s 3rd GPIO pin and if the voltage drop on the LED
should be about 2V with the current flowing through about 15mA, we can calculate the resulting voltage
drop on the resistor must be 3V. A simple rotation of the Ohm’s law enables the calculation of the
impedance of a resistor to this circuit:

𝑉 5𝑉 − 2𝑉
𝑅= =
= 200Ω
𝐼
0.015𝐴
The closest resistor with such impedance is 220Ω. The resistors are using color stripes to identify the
impedance. Using the table below, you can identify the color code of the 220Ω to be:
RED-RED-BROWN (first digit: 2, second digit 2, multiplied by 10Ω).
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Search for a 220Ω resistor in the Arduino Starter Kit, connect the LED, resistor and jumper cables as
shown on the physical diagram above to a breadboard and to an Arduino. The physical connections
are outlined in the figure bellow:

d. Update the previous Blink sketch code in the Arduino IDE to blink the LED on the GPIO pin number 3.
Verify, compile and upload the code to the Arduino. When done should see the LED blinking.
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab Topology

Objectives


Gain hands on experience with Electronics, Sensors, Arduino and programming.



Learn how the physical world around us can be monitored and controlled.

Background
The Arduino Starter Kit comes with the Arduino Projects Book. The book contains 15 Arduino labs that cover
most of the electronic components you will find in the starter kit. In this lab, we will discuss the impact of the
solutions from the Arduino Projects Book and how they could benefit from an IoE solution.
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Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Arduino Projects Book from the Arduino Starter kit

Task 1: Complete the 01 lab – Get to Know Your Tools
Inside of the Arduino Projects Book, the first lab - Get to Know Your Tools - will guide you through the theory of
electronics, how a breadboard works, what’s the difference between parallel and serial connections, basic tools
and prototyping. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.
Within this lab activity, you can also review the video tutorials for every single lab in the Arduino Projects Book
recorded by one of the co-founders of Arduino: https://blog.arduino.cc/2013/07/30/arduino-starter-kit-videotutorials/
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Task 2: Complete the 02 lab – Spaceship Interface
The second lab – Spaceship Interface - will help you discover digital input and output and write simple Arduino
programs. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.

Once you completed the lab from the book, please answer the following
questions about the “Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space to notethe key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet" to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet the benefits
you can experience by connecting to IoE pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Task 3: Complete the 03 lab – Love-o-Meter
The next lab – Love-o-Meter - will help you discover analog sensors as input components and the use of a
serial monitor to transfer debugging messages between the Arduino board and a PC. Follow up the directions
from the book for this lab.

Once you completed the lab from the book, please answer the following
questions about the “Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet"to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet, the benefits
you can experience by connecting to IoE pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Task 4: Complete the 03 lab – Color Mixing Lamp
The next lab – Color Mixing Lamp - will help you discover yet another analog sensors and learn how to use a
voltage divider to read analog data from sensors that change their impedance. On output side, you will learn
about PWM and multicolor LEDs. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.

Once you complete the lab from the book, please answer the following questions about the
“Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space tonotethe key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods,processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet" to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet, the benefits
you can experience by connecting to IoE pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Task 5: Complete the 05 lab – Mood Cue
The next lab – Mood Cue - will help you discover how to use and control servo motors and additional Arduino
libraries. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.

Once you complete the lab from the book, please answer the following questions about the
“Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet" to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet, the benefits
you can experience by connecting to the pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Task 6: Complete the 08 lab – Digital Hourglass
The next lab – Digital Hourglass - will help you discover how to store long data types and how to use the
Arduino’s built in timer. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.

Once you completed the lab from the book, please answer the following questions about the
“Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedurs,e and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet" to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet, the benefits
you can experience by connecting to IoE pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Task 7: Complete the 12 lab – Knock Lock
The next lab – Knock Lock - will help you discover how to write your own functions and use the servo motor to
interact with physical objects. Follow up the directions from the book for this lab.

Once you completed the lab from the book, please answer the following questions about the
“Thing” you created in this lab:
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

How to use this “Thing” in a real world?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How would the "Thing" benefit by connecting to the "Internet" to create an IoT device?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Discuss with your team, once you have the “Thing” connected to the Internet, the benefits
can you experience by connecting to IoE pillars like People, Process, Data and Things?
Record your ideas in the following IoE diagram:

People

Process

Data

Things
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Following up the labs from the Arduino Starter Kit book

Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 5: Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud
Lab Topology

Objectives


Connect Raspberry Pi as board to PL-Cloud.



Controlling and managing the board from PL-Cloud.

Background
Prototyping Lab Cloud provides remote access to the Raspberry Pi board. That means that you can write an
application, upload it on the board, run it and finally monitor the outputs from the board with graphs in the cloud.
In this lab you will learn more about how the Raspberry Pi can be used together with the PL-Cloud to write
application that interact using the GPIO ports with external electronics.
In this lab, you will learn how to blink an external LED connected to a Raspberry Pi.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering
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Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Task 1: Setting up the Prototyping Lab with the Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi 2 model B board

The Raspberry Pi is a very small computer that has characteristics similar to computers used a decade ago.
The Raspberry Pi 2 model B board has the following specifications:


ARM 900MHZ processor and 1 GB of RAM



HDMI output port, an Ethernet port and 4 USB ports



Several GPIO pins to use for electronics:
o

two 5V pins;

o

two 3.3V pins;

o

5 ground pins;

o

17 data pins;

o

1 PWM pin (pin 1).

Since it is a computer, the Raspberry Pi runs an Operating System, usually Raspian Linux. That means that
you can run multiple applications on it and those applications can use various network or Internet services.
However, this also implies that the application you run on the Raspberry Pi are not real time, thus you cannot
estimate when a certain sequence of code will be executed as all the different applications running on the
board are trying to access their share of the same CPU.
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The Raspberry Pi has several GPIO that can be used to control electronics connected to the Raspberry Pi.
Among the things that can be done are:


light up LEDs



place buttons



use relays



control motors

It is important to know how these pins can be accessed and numbered. For the Raspberry Pi 2 model B, the
Prototyping Lab Cloud uses by default the WiringPi pin numbering scheme described in the figure bellow:

Be advised that the GPIO pins run at 3.3V. Connecting them to 5 V input (like the Arduino) might damage the
board.
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Step 1: Connect an external LED using a breadboard to the Raspberry Pi
a. Using an LED, jumper cables and a breadboard connect the Raspberry Pi to the LED.
b. The logical schematic is outlined in the figure bellow. The anode leg of the LED is to be connected to
GPIO pin number 0 based on the WiringPi pin numbering scheme (same as pin number 17 based on
the BCM GPIO scheme, or pin number 11 based on the physical pin numbering scheme):
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c.

Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Search for a 220Ω resistor in the Raspberry Pi Starter Kit, or in the Arduino Starter Kit, connect the
LED, resistor and jumper cables as shown on the physical diagram above to a breadboard and to the
Raspberry Pi. The physical connections are outlined in the figure bellow
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Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Step 2: Access the PL-Cloud in the Introduction to the IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select Prototyping Lab Cloud.
b. Power up the Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in the PL-Cloud.
c.

After about 15-30 seconds, the board should become Online in the boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 3: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In the PL-Cloud, click on the Create new application button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language New Project – Visual
Programming and click Next and Submit:
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Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

c.

d. In a new browser window, you should see the application diagram of your Blockly elements

e. Build up the following diagram which initially writes on the output the two Print on screen lines and
then executes the never ending loop cycle. It loops while the “true” block is true. Since the “true” block
in this example is a constant, never changing, it will loop forever, or at least until manually stopped.

Select and add the following blocks from the Blockly menu to your diagram:
i.

Add a new block to write a pre-defined text on the screen:

Program->Screen and keyboard->
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ii.

Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Add a new loop while block: Program->Loops:
Extend the while loop block with a block that represents a Boolean logic of true:
Program->Logic:

to make sure that the loop will execute forever:
iii.

Add a block that controls the GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi and enables to turn on or off the
attached electronic compoments, in our case an LED:

Peripherals->LED:
iv.

Add a block that generates a delay before executing the next block:

Program->Timing:
You need to update the default delay of 1000ms to 500, or anything you like.
v.

Right click on the Set LED and delay blocks to duplicate them:

and to build up the last two blocks of our application.
vi.

For the duplicated LED block, change the On state to Off:

vii.

Complete the application by connecting the blocks as show on the final diagram from above.

viii.

Click on the
button to examine the generated Python script. At the time of
execution, the visual diagram is translated into a Python script which is then executed.
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from wyliodrin import *
from time import *
pinMode (0, 1)
print('Led on pin 0 should blink')
print('Press the Stop button to stop')
while True:
digitalWrite (0, 1)
sleep ((500)/1000.0)
digitalWrite (0, 0)
sleep ((500)/1000.0)
Explanation:
In the beginning, you need to import the wyliodrin and time Python libraries. The wyliodrin
library enables to use simple functions like pinMode or digitalWrite to interact with the GPIO
ports on the Raspberry Pi.
Next, you have to declare the GPIO pins that are going to be used and define their function.
In this case, pin 0, where the LED is connected, is used as an OUTPUT pin. The first parameter
of the pinMode(0,1) function is the GPIO pin, while the 2nd option of the pinMode defines its
function: 0=INPUT, or 1=OUTPUT.
In the next two lines the print functions simply write the text to the standard output of the shell
interface.
The block of code within the while True loop will be run forever, until the application is stopped.
This block executes the digitalWrite function, which expects as the 1st parameter the GPIO pin
number to control, while the 2nd parameter defines the value to be set on that pin (0 = LOW = 0V,
1= HIGH = 3.3V in case of the Raspberry Pi). The sleep function makes the program wait for the
desired number of seconds.
f.

Once you run the application, the LED connected via a resistor to the GPIO pin number 1 should start
blinking. Follow the next step to physically connect the Raspberry Pi with the LED.
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Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Step 4: Implement an S.O.S. Morse code Signaler with the LED
a. Using the following figure, implement an application which will blink the S.O.S. code using the
connected LED:

b. Compare the different applications that other students have implemented.
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Blinking an LED using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Debrief notes.
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 6: LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud
Lab Topology

Objectives


Using Raspberry Pi together with Arduino via PL-Cloud



Learn how to use Arduino to interface with Analog sensors

Background
The Raspberry Pi board works great when dealing with digital I/O, but lacks support for analog I/O. Simple
sensors on the other hand are many times available in a form of analog electronic components. Usually they
change their impedance based on the current environmental conditions, or measured physical values. Once
you need to add an analog sensor to your project, you can use an Arduino board together with the Raspberry
Pi for the analog I/O. The Arduino UNO board has in total 6 analog input pins that can measure voltage between
0 and +5V and turn it into its digital representation with digital values ranging from 0 to 1023 (analog to digital
conversion). If 0V is placed on the analog input pin (let’s say by directly connecting it to the ground), it represents
a value of digital 0. If +5V is placed on the analog input pin, it represents a value of digital 1023 and the
characteristic of this conversion is linear so for example, placing 2.5V on the analog input pin would turn into a
value of digital 512.
In this lab, you will learn to connect an Arduino to a Raspberry Pi and how to control it from the Raspberry Pi
via the PL-Cloud interface. You will also learn how to represent the currently measured values from analog
sensors on a line of LEDs and how to draw charts in the PL-Cloud interface.
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LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering

Task 1: Connecting the electronic circuits
Step 1: Add five LEDs to the Raspberry Pi to form a LED line
As a visual representation of measured data, a line of LEDs will be used. When measuring low input values,
only the first LED will be on, while all the LEDs will be on when measuring high input values.
Using a breadboard, connect five LEDs and five 220Ohm resistors to the Raspberry Pi. To make wiring more
efficient, the resistors are connected to a common ground line at the bottom of the breadboard. The first LED
is connected to the GPIO pin number 1, the second LED in the row is connected to GPIO pin number 2,
continuing up to the fifth LED connected to GPIO pin number 5.
The PIN numbering scheme used in this lab is WiringPi (see Appendix 5).
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LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Step 2: Add a potentiometer to an Arduino
To easily simulate an analog sensor, add a 10kOhm potentiometer which works as a voltage divider to the
breadboard. Connect the leg on one side to the ground, on the other side to the +5V output from the Arduino
board. The middle leg of the potentiometer is connected to the wiper knob. By turning the knob, you are
changing the position of the wiper (the middle leg) on the internal resistive layer, turning it into an adjustable
voltage divider. If the knob is turned to the left most part, the wiper is essentially directly connected to the left
leg without any resistivity – the resulting voltage that you measure on the wiper is the same as on the left leg.
Once the knob is turned to the other side, the wiper is moved and the output voltage that you can measure is
changing based on the current position of the wiper controlled by the knob. By connecting the wiper (the middle
leg) to the analog input pin (A0) on the Arduino, you can measure the output voltage – which is based on the
position of the wiper controlled by the knob.
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LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Step 3: Connect the Arduino with the Raspberry Pi
As the final step, using a USB cable, connect the Arduino to the Raspberry Pi. Since the Arduino is powered
directly from this USB connection, there is no need to provide any additional power to the Arduino. Only provide
power to the Raspberry Pi using the micro-USB port from an external power adapter. The USB cable between
the Arduino and the Raspberry Pi is not only used to power the Arduino, but it also provides a channel to control
and monitor the Arduino from applications running on the Raspberry Pi.
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Task 2: Using PL-Cloud with Raspberry Pi and Arduino
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select “Prototyping Lab Cloud”.
b. Turn on your Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should become online in the Boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In PL-Cloud, click on the “Create new application” button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language “New Project – Visual
Programming” and click Next and Submit:
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c.

LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Make sure that before clicking Submit, the Connect an Arduino to the board is checked:

By selecting this option, PL-Cloud will create a new project with a custom firmware that will be
flashed to the Arduino to enable a communication channel to the Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud.
d. Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

e. In a new window, you should see the application diagram of your Blockly elements and the Arduino
firmware source file (Arduino.ino):
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Step 3: Create an application to read out analog values using Arduino
a. Build up the following diagram which initially configures a communication channel with Arduino and
then executes the never ending loop cycle which is repeated every 1 second. It loops through a code
which will read the current value from an analog input pin A0 from the Arduino and store it in a variable
called analog_value. The variable is compared in a series of if statements and based on its value, the
GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi are either set HIGH or LOW state.
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The blocks to work with the GPIO and Analog input pins on the Arduino are located in the
Embedded->Arduino tree:
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b. Try to run your application by clicking on your board:

c.

When running the application for the very first time with Arduino, make sure that the Flash Arduino
checkbox is checked:

This option will compile the Arduino firmware and before starting your application on the Raspberry Pi, it
uploads the Arduino firmware to the Arduino itself. Without this option, the Raspberry Pi is unable to setup
the communication channel with the Arduino.
This option will delay the execution by few seconds due to compilation and flashing. Therefore, once the
firmware flashes once to the Arduino, you can uncheck this option for later runs.
d. Try to turn the knob on the potentiometer. You should see in the debug output the values changing,
as well as the LEDs turning on or off based on the current position of the knob.
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LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Step 4: Use visualizations in PL-Cloud
a. Click on the Dashboard menu and add a Line chart to the dashboard. You can use the corner of the
chart to resize it to better fit the window.

b. To customize the chart, click on the gear icon

The Signals with their corresponding names are the lines that you can display in the chart. The default
name of the first line signal is signal1. You can add more signal lines to display values of different
variables.
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LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

To display data on the chart, you need to add a block into your application that will send updates to
the charts. For this, use the Signals blocks to send an update signal:

The signal1 is the name of the line signal in the chart, and the analog_value is the name of the
variable where the analog values from the Arduino are stored.
Add this block right after the block that sets the value of the analog_value variable:

d. Try to run your application by clicking on your board:
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e. As a result you should see the a chart visualization:
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f.

LED Line and Charts using PL-Cloud

Click on the
button to examine the generated Python script. At the time of execution, the
visual diagram is translated into a Python script which is then executed.

from pyfirmata import Arduino
from pyfirmata import util
from wyliodrin import *
from time import *
from threading import Timer
analog_value = None

def setBoard(boardType, port):
if boardType == 'arduino':
board = Arduino(port)
else:
board = ArduinoMega(port)
return board
board=setBoard('arduino', '/dev/ttyACM0')
reader = util.Iterator(board)
reader.start()

pin_var = board.get_pin("a:0:i")

pinMode (1, 1)
pinMode (2, 1)
pinMode (3, 1)
pinMode (4, 1)
pinMode (5, 1)

print('Hello from PL-Cloud')
print('Setting up the communication channel with Arduino')
print('Waiting for a second to make sure the channel is on')
sleep (1)
def loopCode():
global analog_value
analog_value = round((pin_var.read() or 0) * 1023)
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sendSignal('signal1', analog_value)
print(str('The current value of analog_value is: ') + str(analog_value))
if analog_value > 200:
digitalWrite (1, 1)
else:
digitalWrite (1, 0)
if analog_value > 400:
digitalWrite (2, 1)
else:
digitalWrite (2, 0)
if analog_value > 600:
digitalWrite (3, 1)
else:
digitalWrite (3, 0)
if analog_value > 800:
digitalWrite (4, 1)
else:
digitalWrite (4, 0)
if analog_value > 1000:
digitalWrite (5, 1)
else:
digitalWrite (5, 0)
Timer(1, loopCode).start()
loopCode()
Explanation:
In the beginning, you need to import the pyfirmata Python libraries. The pyfirmata library
enables the communication channel between the Arduino and Raspberry Pi.
The following block of code sets the Arduino communication channel, defines the port where the
Arduino is installed in the underlying Linux operating system (/dev/ttyACM0), and starts the readout
process.
The board.get_pin("a:0:i") defines an object that represents the Arduino’s analog port number
0 used as input.
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Step 5: Implement a simple thermometer
a. Replace the potentiometer with the TMP36 analog temperature sensor from the Arduino Starter Kit.

b. Implement a code that calculates the output from the temperature sensor to the real temperature.
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 7: Control LEDs from the PL-Cloud dashboard
Lab Topology

Objectives


Using PL-Cloud interfactive dashboard components to control the Raspberry Pi and Arduino



Learn how to use Arduino’s PWM pins

Background
Prototyping Lab Cloud provides a dashboard which can host not only widgets to visualize measured data in
form of a chart, but also widgets that can provide control using interfactive buttons and sliders. The control
widgets can be used to turn on or off, or change the behavior of components connected to the Raspberry Pi or
Arduino.
In this lab, you will learn how to use the interfactive PL-Cloud dashboard widgets to control the LEDs connected
to the GPIO pins of Arduino. Moveover, you will learn how to use the PWM (Pulse Wave Modulation) signal to
dim the LEDs.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering
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Task 1: Connecting the electronic circuits
Step 1: Add two LEDs to an Arduino board
Using the PL-Cloud dashboard, a button and a slider widget will control two LEDs connected to an Arduino
board. The dashboard button widget will simply turn on or off the first LED, while the slider widget will dim the
light of the second LED.
Using a breadboard, connect two LEDs and two 220Ohm resistors to the Arduino board. To make wiring more
efficient, the resistors are connected to a common ground line at the bottom of the breadboard. The first LED
is connected to the GPIO pin number 11, the second LED in the row is connected to GPIO pin number 9.
The ~ sign next to the pin number on the Arduino board identifies a PWM capable pin. Since at least the second
LED should be dimmed, it must be connected to a PWM capable pin.
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Step 2: Connect the Arduino with the Raspberry Pi
As the final step, using a USB cable, connect the Arduino to the Raspberry Pi. Since the Arduino is powered
directly from this USB connection, there is no need to provide any additional power to the Arduino. Only provide
power to the Raspberry Pi using the micro-USB port from an external power adapter. The USB cable between
the Arduino and the Raspberry Pi is not only used to power the Arduino, but it also provides a channel to control
and monitor the Arduino from applications running on the Raspberry Pi.
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Task 2: Using PL-Cloud with Raspberry Pi and Arduino
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select “Prototyping Lab Cloud”.
b. Turn on your Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should become online in the Boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In PL-Cloud, click on the “Create new application” button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language “New Project – Visual
Programming” and click Next and Submit:
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Make sure that before clicking Submit, the Connect an Arduino to the board is checked:

By selecting this option, PL-Cloud will create a new project with a custom firmware that will be
flashed to the Arduino to enable a communication channel to the Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud.
d. Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

e. In a new window, you should see the application diagram of your Blockly elements and the Arduino
firmware source file (Arduino.ino):
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Step 3: Create an application to read out analog values using Arduino
a. First click on the Dashboard

icon and add a Switch and and Slider widget:

b. To customize the settings of the widgets, click on te gear icon
c.

Rename the signal name of the first switch button to button1signal:
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d. Rename the signal name of the first slider to slider1signal:

e. Build up the following diagram which initially configures a communication channel with Arduino and
then waits to receive signals – triggers that are executed from the dashboard by clicking on the switch
button or the slider.

Notice the use of the Analog write on pin for the block that handles the slider1signal.
The Analog write on pin which is used to set the PWM modulation values on the defined pin. The
possible values range from 0 to 255 for the Arduino.
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Try to run your application by clicking on your board:

g. When running the application for the very first time with Arduino, make sure that the Flash Arduino
checkbox is checked:

This option will compile the Arduino firmware and before starting your application on the Raspberry Pi, it
uploads the Arduino firmware to the Arduino itself. Without this option, the Raspberry Pi is unable to setup
the communication channel with the Arduino.
This option will delay the execution by few seconds due to compilation and flashing. Therefore, once the
firmware flashes once to the Arduino, you can uncheck this option for later runs.
h. Try to click on the switch button or move the slider in the dashboard. You should see the LEDs
connected to the Arduino turning on or off and dimming.
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Click on the
button to examine the generated Python script. At the time of execution, the
visual diagram is translated into a Python script which is then executed.

from pyfirmata import Arduino
from pyfirmata import util
from wyliodrin import *
from time import *
import json

button1value = None
slider1value = None

def setBoard(boardType, port):
if boardType == 'arduino':
board = Arduino(port)
else:
board = ArduinoMega(port)
return board
board=setBoard('arduino', '/dev/ttyACM0')
reader = util.Iterator(board)
reader.start()

pin_var = board.get_pin("d:11:o")
pin_var2 = board.get_pin("d:9:p")

print('Hello from PL-Cloud')
sleep (1)
print('Ready!')
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def myFunction(__sender, __channel, __error, __message):
global button1value
button1value = int(json.loads(__message))
print(str('button1value is:') + str(button1value))
pin_var.write(button1value)

openConnection("signal:" + 'button1signal', myFunction)

def myFunction2(__sender, __channel, __error, __message):
global slider1value
slider1value = int(json.loads(__message))
print(str('slider1value is:') + str(slider1value))
pin_var2.write(slider1value/255.0)

openConnection("signal:" + 'slider1signal', myFunction2)

Explanation:
The openConnection function defines a trigger to a function that is executed once the
corresponding signal variable is changed. In this example, it triggers the functions that set the
output of the GPIO pins to the value of the signal’s variable.
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 8: Smart IoT Light Sensor using PL-Cloud
Lab Topology

Objectives


Using PL-Cloud to visualize the light conditions in the room



Learn how to use Twillio cloud messaging to send SMS text messages



Connect analog sensors using a voltage divider with Arduino

Background
Prototyping Lab Cloud provides API access to selected online cloud services like Twillio for messaging and
VoIP calls, Facebook and Twitter. We can leverage these existing cloud services to send notifications for
example to cell phones.
In this lab, you will build a Smart IoT Light Sensor that will turn on the LED in the dark and notify the user about
this change by sending an SMS text message to his cell phone.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering
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Task 1: Connecting the electronic circuits
Step 1: Using a voltage divider to connect a light sensor (photoresistor) to Arduino
Using a breadboard, connect a photoresistor and one 10kOhm resistor. The junction point between the
photoresistor and the resistor is connected to the analog A0 input pin of the Arduino board. The ground pin of
the board is connected to the other side of the resistor, while the +5V pin of the board is connected to ther other
side of the photoresistor. The more light comes to the head of the photoresistor, the less the resistivity it has.
That means that with more light, the A0 analog input pin will measure higher voltage than in the dark conditions.
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Step 2: Connect the Arduino with the Raspberry Pi and add an LED
The LED is going to be connected directly to the Raspberry Pi board. Using bradboard and a 220 Ohm resistor,
connect the anode leg of the LED to the GPIO pin number 0 and the cathode leg via a resistor to the ground
pin. The PIN numbering scheme used in this lab is WiringPi (see Appendix 5).
As the final step, using a USB cable, connect the Arduino to the Raspberry Pi. Since the Arduino is powered
directly from this USB connection, there is no need to provide any additional power to the Arduino. Only provide
power to the Raspberry Pi using the micro-USB port from an external power adapter. The USB cable between
the Arduino and the Raspberry Pi is not only used to power the Arduino, but it also provides a channel to control
and monitor the Arduino from applications running on the Raspberry Pi.
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Task 2: Using PL-Cloud with Raspberry Pi and Arduino
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select “Prototyping Lab Cloud”.
b. Turn on your Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should become online in the Boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In PL-Cloud, click on the “Create new application” button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language “New Project – Visual
Programming” and click Next and Submit:
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Make sure that before clicking Submit, the Connect an Arduino to the board is checked:

By selecting this option, PL-Cloud will create a new project with a custom firmware that will be
flashed to the Arduino to enable a communication channel to the Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud.
d. Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

e. In a new window, you should see the application diagram of your Blockly elements and the Arduino
firmware source file (Arduino.ino):
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Step 3: Create the Smart IoT Light Sensor application
a. To display a chart of the currently measured values of the light, click on the Dashboard menu and add
a Line chart to the dashboard. You can use the corner of the chart to resize it to better fit the window.

b. To customize the chart, click on the gear icon

c.

Set the name of the chart line to light1signal and set the additional properties based on the figure above.
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d. Build up the following diagram which initially configures the API access to the Twillio cloud messaging
service using your ACCOUNT id and your TOKEN code. You can get the ACCOUNT id and TOKEN
code with a free demo account at www.twilio.com which enables you to send limited number of text
messages to your phone.
In the next step, it configures a communication channel with Arduino and then every 5 seconds tries to
read out the measured voltage values from the analog input pin A0 of the Arduino board.
The values are being visualized in the chart by sending the currently measured value to the light1signal
signal. In case the measured light values go bellow 500 (you can fine tune this number to your local
conditions), the GPIO pin 0 of the Raspberry Pi is set to HIGH – turns on the connected LED and
twiggers an API call to send a text message to the specified numbers. With a free demo account, the
TO number must be the number that you used with the registration and the FROM number must be the
associated virtual Twillio number.
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e. Try to run your application by clicking on your board:

f.

When running the application for the very first time with Arduino, make sure that the Flash Arduino
checkbox is checked:

This option will compile the Arduino firmware and before starting your application on the Raspberry Pi, it
uploads the Arduino firmware to the Arduino itself. Without this option, the Raspberry Pi is unable to setup
the communication channel with the Arduino.
This option will delay the execution by few seconds due to compilation and flashing. Therefore, once the
firmware flashes once to the Arduino, you can uncheck this option for later runs.
g. Try to cover the photoresistor to see how the impedance is chanching based on the current light
conditions. Once the measured value goes bellow 500, the LED connected to the Raspberry Pi will be
turned
on
and
you
should
receive
a
text
message
to
your
cell phone.
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h. Click on the
button to examine the generated Python script. At the time of execution, the
visual diagram is translated into a Python script which is then executed.

import sys
try:
from twilio.rest import TwilioRestClient
except:
print("Please open the Shell and run 'social_install' script")
sys.exit(1)

from pyfirmata import Arduino
from pyfirmata import util
from wyliodrin import *
from time import *
from threading import Timer

lightValue = None

twilio_account = 'ACCOUNT'
twilio_token = 'TOKEN'

def setBoard(boardType, port):
if boardType == 'arduino':
board = Arduino(port)
else:
board = ArduinoMega(port)
return board
board=setBoard('arduino', '/dev/ttyACM0')
reader = util.Iterator(board)
reader.start()

pin_var = board.get_pin("a:0:i")

pinMode (0, 1)

# Arduino’s GPIO pin

# Raspberry Pi’s GPIO pin
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print('Hello from IoT Light Sensor')
twilio_client = TwilioRestClient(twilio_account, twilio_token)
# It's important to change the default USB0 to /dev/ttyACM0 - which is
how the Arduino is represented in Linux
# A short delay here will make sure that the communication channel to
Arduino is active and once we want to read data, the data are ready.
sleep (1)
def loopCode():
global lightValue
# Read the value on the Arduino from analog input port 0 and store it
# here as a "lightValue" variable.
lightValue = round((pin_var.read() or 0) * 1023)
print(str('The current light sensor value is: ') + str(lightValue))
#
#

Draw
a
chart.
The
signal
of the line in the chart.

here

specifies

the

name

sendSignal('light1signal', lightValue)
if lightValue < 500:
print('Turning ON the LEDs')
digitalWrite (0, 1)
message =twilio_client.messages.create(to='+1....', from_='+1....',
body='Just to let you know, turning ON the LED.')
else:
print('Turning OFF the LEDs')
digitalWrite (0, 0)
Timer(5, loopCode).start()
loopCode()
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 9: Write "Hey PL-Cloud" on an LCD using PL-Cloud
Lab Topology

Objectives


Learn how to connect the LCD display using Raspberry Pi and PL-Cloud

Background
You will learn in this lab how to connect an LCD display to the Raspberry Pi and control it from PL-Cloud.

Required Resources


Prototyping Lab



Prototyping Lab Cloud enabled in an existing Introduction to IoE class at NetSpace



Wired Ethernet based connection to the Internet with DHCP and no traffic filtering
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Task 1: Connecting the electronic circuits
Step 1: Using a voltage divider to connect a light sensor (photoresistor) to Arduino
Using a breadboard, connect a LCD display to the Raspberry Pi.
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Task 2: Using PL-Cloud with Raspberry Pi and Arduino
Step 1: Access PL-Cloud in the Introduction to IoE class.
a. From the class navigation menu on the left side, select “Prototyping Lab Cloud”.
b. Turn on your Raspberry Pi board and wait until it becomes online in PL-Cloud.
c.

After 15-30 seconds, the board should become online in the Boards toolbar.

If the board does not become online, please follow the instructions from Lab 1.

Step 2: Create a new Visual Programming application
a. In PL-Cloud, click on the “Create new application” button:

b. Name your application with any name, select the Programming Language “New Project – Visual
Programming” and click Next and Submit:
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Open your application by clicking on the app’s icon:

Step 3: Create the Smart IoT Light Sensor application
a. Build up the following diagram which initially sets up the GPIO pins that are used to control and send
data from the Raspberry Pi to the LCD display.

b. Try to run your application by clicking on your board:
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Debrief notes
Use this space to note the key learnings in performing this exercise. The notes can include problems
encountered, solutions applied, useful commands employed, alternate solutions, methods, processes,
procedures, and communication improvements.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Lab 10: Diagram IoE Businesses
Objectives
In this activity, you will diagram an IoE business model.

Background/Scenario
The IoE is the networked connections of people, process, data, and things. These four networked connections
make up the four pillars of the IoE. An IoE business incorporates these four pillars to deliver more relevant and
valuable products and services to the customer. The interactions between the elements in the four pillars create
a wealth of new information. The pillars interact in a way that establishes three main connections in the IoE
environment: people communicate with people (P2P), machines communicate with people (M2P), and
machines communicate with machines (M2M).
In this activity, you will design the components of each business model by filling out the business model canvas
that provides products or services to these individuals.

Part 1: Canvanizer
Canvanizer (https://canvanizer.com/) is an online collaborative canvas tool that can be accessed by multiple
users to edit and save changes. You can share and brainstorm ideas with your team. You can structure your
ideas on a canvas.

Step 1: Create your own canvas
a) Navigate to http://canvanizer.com.
b) Click Create Canvas to create a new canvas.

c) Select the Business template.
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d) Choose the Business Model Canvas.

e) Input the required information. Click Start Canvanizing! to start diagramming your business model
canvas.
f)

Click the hyperlink to your editable canvas. The hyperlink to your canvas is also sent to the email
address you supplied.

Part 2: Diagram IoE Business Models
Use the Business Model Canvas from Canvanizer or the partially filled out canvases below to diagram the
following business models.

Triathlon Athlete
Thomas is training for the next triathlon season. He would like to improve his times in all three events for the
next season. Thomas purchases a smart watch that can log all of his training sessions. The apps on the smart
watch track his training and upload the data to a website. From the website, Thomas can share his workouts
with his coach and friends. He also provides information about his activities and the conditions of his running,
biking, and swimming equipment through the applications.
The apps use the information Thomas provided to alert him when it is time to replace his running shoes. The
apps present him with a list of running shoes and related customer reviews. Various local and online retailers
bid for Thomas’ business. He chooses the same running shoes that he is using for training. The manufacturer
gives him a discount as a repeat customer and ships the shoes to his residence for his convenience. The
manufacturer also recommends a few organizations that will recycle the old running shoes in his area. As his
first triathlon event draws near, his apps provide advice and product recommendations to help him perform his
best.
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Are there other main points to consider in the Triathlon Athlete example? Feel free to explore the possibilities.

New in Town - Connected Transportation
David has relocated to a new city for his new job. His new city is a smart city, and he is exploring how he can
navigate the city’s connected transportation. Using the city’s website, David discovers that he can download
an app that provides real-time information regarding the mass transit system and the roadways. He decides to
use the app before his first day at work.
When David is exploring the city’s website, he finds out about a concert across the bay. He purchases a ticket
using the app, and a receipt is sent via email. He plans to ride the ferry and city buses to his destination. The
app provides him with the bus and ferry schedules that will work best for him. The app also alerts him when
he should depart in order to arrive at the show on time.
During his ride to the show, David uses the Wi-Fi connection to explore the city services and amenities. The
app alerts him that there is a traffic incident on his current route and suggests an alternate bus route that will
allow him to arrive at the venue on time. At the conclusion of the show, the app recommends future activities
based on his feedback about the concert.
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Consider the following points in diagramming this Connected Transportation business model:


Application Developers



Application Developments



Citizens



City



Mobile Applications



People



Self-Service



Ticket Sales

Shopping
Emily runs her family business and is a parent to three school-age children. Emily has upgraded some of her
household devices. These new devices alert her when the supply is low, and can order the supply
automatically. Emily opens an account with a provider and authorizes for the automatic purchase and
shipping of supplies through the website.
In her laundry room, the new smart washer and dryer monitor the amount of laundry supplies used, anticipate
when the laundry supplies will begin running low, and automatically order supplies. Smart appliances are
making Emily’s life easier in the kitchen too. The coffee maker can order coffee beans and filters
automatically. Her connected filtered-water pitcher measures the amount of water that passes through its
filters and orders a new filter at the right time. In her office, the printer measures its ink levels and places an
order for more ink when needed. All of these orders are placed automatically and shipped to her at the right
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time. Now, she can spend more time with her children and has the necessary supplies to smoothly run her
household.
Diagram this Shopping business model:
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Appendix 1: Visual Programming in PL-Cloud Reference
A visual program language is a Blockly based programming language that lets users create programs by using
graphic elements.

Program
Functions
Creates a function.
You can have functions that return something (Figure 1) or functions that do not return anything (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Functions that do not return Block

Figure 2: Functions that return Block
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Loops
Repeat while [] (Figure 3)
This block will repeat your block as long as your condition is true.

Figure 3: Repeat While Block
Count with (Figure 4)
Advances a variable from the first value to the second value by the third value.

Figure 4: Count Block
Repeat every [] (Figure 5)
It will repeat the statements every set time interval.

Figure 5: Repeat every [] Block
Repeat [] times (Figure 6)
It runs the code in its body the specified number of times.

Figure 6: Repeat [] times Block
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Logic
True (Figure 7)
Can be used as a boolean value: true or false.

Figure 7: Boolean Block
Comparisons (Figure 8)
Takes two inputs and returns true or false depending on how the inputs compare with each other.

Figure 8: Comparison Block
Logical Operators (Figure 9)
The and block will return true only if both of its two inputs are also true.
The or block will return true if either of its two inputs are true.

Figure 9: Logical Operators Block
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If/else (Figure 10)
If the expression or variable being evaluated is true, then do the first block of statements. If it’s false do the
second block of statements.

Figure 10: If/Else Block

Variables
Set item to [] (Figure 11)
Assigns a value to a variable, creating the variable if it doesn’t exist.

Figure 11: Set Block
Item (Figure 12)
This block provides the value stored in a variable.

Figure 12: Item Block

Lists
Create list (Figure 13)
Creates a list of items.

Figure 13: Create list Block
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Numbers And Math
Truncate (Figure 14)
Round a number to the nearest integer.

Figure 14: Truncate Block
Map (Figure 15)
It will map the value.

Figure 15: Map Block
Number (Figure 16)

Figure 16: Number Block
Reminder of (Figure 17)
The Remainder or Modulus Operator returns the remainder of a division between two numbers.

Figure 17: Remainder Block
Change (Figure 18)
Increments a particular variable by a set number.

Figure 18: Change Block
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Text
Text (Figure 19)

Figure 19: Text Block
Create text (Figure 20)
It creates a piece of text by joining together any number of items.

Figure 20: Create text Block

Screen And Keyboard
Print on screen (Figure 21)
Print a text on the screen and put the cursor on a new line.

Figure 21: Print on Screen Block

Timing
Delay [] (Figure 22)
This will delay the program execution for a period of seconds, milliseconds or microseconds.

Figure 22: Delay Block

Date And Time
Get hour (Figure 23)
Gives either the current hour/minute/second.

Figure 23: Get hour Block
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Social
Twilio
Twilio Setup (Figure 24)

Figure 24: Twilio Setup Block
Make a call (Figure 25)

Figure 25: Make a call Block
Make a call with music (Figure 26)

Figure 26: Make a Call with music Block
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Board Communication
Send message (Figure 27)
Sends a message to another board using a particular label.

Figure 27: Send message Block
On message (Figure 28)
Tests that a message variable is received from a particular other board using the correct label and enables further
actions to be carried out.

Figure 28: On message Block

Pin Access
analogWrite (Figure 29)
Sets a value between 0 and 255 on the pin.

Figure 29: analogWrite Block
analogRead (Figure 30)
Reads a value between 0 and 1023 from the pin.

Figure 30: analogRead Block
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digitalRead (Figure 31)
Reads a value from one of the digital pins and returns 0 or 1.

Figure 31: digitalRead Block
digitalWrite (Figure 32)
Sets value 0 or 1 on the pin.

Figure 32: digitalWrite Block

Peripherals
Pins
Set pin [] to LOW/HIGH (Figure 33)
Set a digital value on a pin. You have to add the pin number and the value you want: HIGH means 1
and LOW means 0.

Figure 33: Set pin Block
Shift out (Figure 34)
Writes a value serially on a pin. This will send out a value bit by bit to the data pin and generate a clock signal on
the clock pin. It will start with the LSB (Least Significant Bit). Usually this function is used with shift registers.

Figure 34: Shift Out Block
LED
Set On/Off LED on pin [] (Figure 35)
You have to add the pin number and the value you want.
This block turns the LED connected to the pin number you added on or off.

Figure 35: Set On/Off LED Block
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Set basic color on RGB LCD (Figure 36)
Sets the LED with the specified pins for RGB at the selected color. You can select only base color.
Sets the LED with the specified pins for RGB at the selected color. You can select any color. This block can be
used only if the pins used are PWMs.

Figure 36: Set Fine Color Block

Arduino
Arduino (Figure 37)
Starts an Arduino using the specified port. This needs to be placed before any other Arduino statement.

Figure 37: Start an Arduino Block
analogWrite (Figure 38)
Sets a value between 0 and 255 on the Arduino pin.

Figure 38: analogWrite Block
analogRead (Figure 39)
Reads a value between 0 and 1023 from the Arduino pin.

Figure 39: analogRead Block
digitalRead (Figure 40)
Reads a value from one of the Arduino digital pins and returns 0 or 1.

Figure 40: digitalRead Block
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digitalWrite (Figure 41)
Sets value 0 or 1 on the Arduino pin.

Figure 41: digitalWrite Block

Set basic color on RGB LCD (Figure 42)
Sets the LED with the specified Arduino pins for RGB at the selected color. You can select only base color.

Figure 42: Set Basic Color Block
Set fine color on RGB LCD (Figure 43)
Sets the LED with the specified Arduino pins for RGB at the selected color. You can select any color. This block
can be used only if the pins used are PWMs.

Figure 43: Set Fine Color Block
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7 Segment Display
Set 7-seg (Figure 44)
Initialize the 7-segment display.

Figure 44: Set 7-segment Block
Display on 7-seg (Figure 45)
Displays a number on the 7-segment display.

Figure 45: Display on 7-seg Block
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LCD
Init LCD (Figure 46)
Initializes the LCD with 1, 2 or 4 rows and 16 or 20 columns.

Figure 46: Init LCD Block
Print on LCD (Figure 47)
Prints the text you typed on the LCD.

Figure 47: Print on LCD Block

Sensors
Buttons
Button on pin [] switched to (Figure 48)
Shows the change of state of the respective button to Pressed/Released.

Figure 48: Button Block
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Internet
Weather
Get temperature from [] (Figure 49)
It returns the temperature from a city.

Figure 49: Get Temperature Block

Signals
Send signal (Figure 50)
It will send a signal with a value to a graph on the dashboard.

Figure 50: Send Signal Block
Receive signal (Figure 51)
When a signal with is received, the statements inside the block are executed. The signalvalue variable is set to
the received signal value. This is used for switch and slider.

Figure 51: Receive Signal Block

Multimedia
Load audio stream (Figure 52)
Returns an Audio Stream variable. Most of the other functions request this type of variable as a parameter. The
Audio Stream can be created from a file, in this case the second parameter will be the file’s name, or from a URL
and the second parameter will be the address.

Figure 52: Load audio Block
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Play audio stream (Figure 53)
Plays an Audio Stream.

Figure 53: Play audio Block
Audio stream is playing (Figure 54)
Verifies whether the player is playing.

Figure 54: Audio stream is playing Block
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Every resistor has colored bands. Those bands and colors are not random at all, they help to identify the
specifications of the resistor. Here is how you can see the value of a resistor depending on its colored
bands. Every color represents a different number. Here is the table of all the colors and numbers:
Brown

1

Red

2

Orange

3

Yellow

4

Green

5

Blue

6

Violet

7

Grey

8

White

9

Counting from right to left, the second color is the multiplier. Digits of the first colors must be multiplied with
the number of this color.
Brown

10

Red

100

Orange

1000

Yellow

10000

Green

100000

Blue

1000000

Gold

0.1

Silver

0.01

And the last color is the tolerance. Tolerance is the precision of the resistor and it is a percentage.
Red

2

Gold

5

Silver

10

Nothing

20
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There are a lot of programs that can calculate the value of a resistor but if you do not have access to the
Internet and you need to know a certain value you can use the table from the figure bellow:

Examples:

Yellow and green represent 4 and respectively 5. They represent the first and second digits, so you will end
up with a number 45. The third band is orange. As a multiplier, it is x 1000, so you will calculate 45 x 1000
thus, the resistance is 45,000 Ohms. The forth band, silver, represents the tolerance, so the final expression
of the resistance is 45,000 +/- 10 Ohms.

A resistor colored Orange-Orange-Black-Brown-Violet would be 3.3 kOhms with a tolerance of +/- 0.1.
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There may be a time that you do not want to connect your board to Prototyping Lab Cloud. In this case, you
cannot automatically deploy the project by using the platform. You have the possibility to manually run your
project on the board while using Prototyping Lab Cloud only to write and store the applications.
You simply need to follow these steps in order to transfer the application from the cloud to your board and
get it started:
1. Create the application using the Prototyping Lab Cloud IDE.
2. Download the application on your computer. To do this, select the Properties button of the desires
app and hit Download application.
3. Copy the application on the Raspberry Pi. You can use the SD Card in order to achieve this, but
there are also other methods like ssh, scp, ftp, etc. You can use whichever you prefer.
4. Connect to the board via a terminal. You can use SSH, for example.
5. Install libwyliodrin on the Raspberry Pi. You can download the library from github
(https://github.com/Wyliodrin/libwyliodrin/tree/master) and follow the instructions to compile it.
6. Go to the project’s folder.
7. Run the make run command.
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In case your Raspberry Pi does not appear online on the Prototyping Lab Cloud platform, please try the
following steps. After each step, check if the board becomes online.
1. Check that all the cables (power, Ethernet) are properly connected to the board. If you have a WiFi
adapter, make sure is compatible with your board.
2. Check if your power adapter is strong enough and has the right voltage, the Raspberry Pi requires at
least 1A.
3. Reset the board (pull out the power cable from the board and plug it in again).
4. Logout and login back to PL-Cloud.
5. Make sure you have the latest Prototyping Lab Cloud SD Card Image for your board. You can
download it by clicking the options button right next to the board’s name and selecting Download SD
Card.
6. Download wyliodrin.json once again and write it to the SD Card. Make sure the name is
exactly wyliodrin.json. You can find the file by clicking the options button next to the board’s name and
selecting Download wyliodrin.json .
7. Remove the board and add it again. Please make sure to download the new board
specific wyliodrin.json again and write it to the SD Card.
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Appendix 5: Raspberry Pi 2 Model B GPIO pin numbering
The pin numbering of the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi 2 can be addressed using three different schemes:




BCM - Broadcom pin number.
WiringPi - Wiring Pi pin number, for Gordon's Wiring Pi library.
Physical - Number corresponding to the pins physical location on the header.

The default GPIO pin numbering method used by PL-Cloud is WiringPi.
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